Throughout the United States, class size reduction (CSR) is heralded as an effective way to improve academic outcomes. However, the research surrounding the effects of CSR is inconclusive at best. It is often difficult to determine the reliability of the studies conducted on the topic, and much of the research wavers between small, temporary academic gains in certain student groups and no gains at all.

Previous attempts to implement CSR on a large scale have proven exorbitantly expensive and unwieldy. Two states in particular illustrate the dangers of CSR:

• California’s CSR program, which aimed to reduce class sizes in grades K-3 to 20 students, ultimately wound up costing roughly $1.7 billion per year and produced more problems than it solved.\(^1\) The program’s goals have been largely abandoned in the face of growing financial problems within the state.
• In Florida, a program was adopted which attempted to reduce class sizes in both primary and high schools across the state. This program has cost roughly $20 billion since 2002 and is expected to see its annual costs rise to nearly $4 billion in the coming years.\(^2\) It has produced few clearly correlated gains in academic achievement.

The high-cost, low-return educational solution offered by large-scale CSR is not an effective use of taxpayer dollars. However, targeted small-scale application of educational techniques that reimagine what schools and classrooms look like could be beneficial. For this reason, Colorado would be better served by pursuing two complementary courses of action:

• **Encourage exploration into new, promising educational strategies such as blended learning.** By doing so, the state could help provide educators with the information they need to make well-informed, effective decisions about how to improve their unique students’ outcomes.
• **Promote autonomy in decision-making among schools and school districts.** Educators thus would be empowered to utilize the best strategy for their own unique students and within their specific contexts.
QUESTIONABLE BENEFITS

A variety of research exists on the topic of class size reduction (CSR), much of which comes to different conclusions about its efficacy. Many contemporary studies find no significant benefits in CSR programs. However, the positive results of the seminal, late-1980s Tennessee STAR experiment—the foundation of nearly all modern CSR programs—led some scholars to conclude that class size reductions can have beneficial effects for low-achieving students in primary grades. Some studies even go so far as to predict specific long-term wage increases (around 4.4 percent) as a result of class size reductions at an early age.

While these studies initially seem promising, it is important to note that the majority of purported CSR benefits are generally small and have the largest impacts on minority, low-income, or low-performance students. Benefits also seem to be largely concentrated in kindergarten and first grade, with few demonstrable effects found after third grade. Moreover, many of CSR’s small but measurable improvements are not cumulative; they tend to level out as students progress through the education system.

Contemporary research indicates that many of the previously reported benefits of CSR are only correlational, or merely based on measuring two factors—student achievement and class size, in this case. As such, some CSR supporters assume a causal relationship that may or may not exist between the two. Many variables exist in the educational world that could potentially affect student outcomes. Class compositions, parental involvement levels, teacher strategy, socio-economic conditions, and school facilities themselves, along with school leadership, expectations, and culture all can impact academic performance.

Therefore, it is extremely difficult to accurately separate and gauge the effects of CSR programs. Supposed benefits based only on loose correlation are at best only partially helpful and at worst entirely inaccurate.

Many studies that tout the benefits of CSR on education are actually meta-studies; they simply review, aggregate, and draw conclusions from samples of previous research. While some meta-studies can be helpful, many can reach misleading conclusions. A meta-study is only useful if one can be certain that the studies underlying it are unbiased, selected based on unbiased criteria, and free of major flaws. Such certainty is often impossible in the realm of CSR research for four reasons:

1. Many of the studies used to support various CSR meta-study conclusions do not use consistent definitions of “class size.” One study may define the term as the size of an individual class, but another may define the concept as a school’s overall student-teacher ratio. Thus, one cannot easily be certain that the study accurately measures the correct variables. Unreliable conclusions often follow.

2. Studies based on student-teacher ratios can be skewed. By including non-academic (physical education, music, etc.) teachers and teachers who work in more than one classroom in the calculations, schools can artificially decrease the reported number of students per teacher. As a result, the conclusions of any ratio-based CSR analyses can be skewed. This disparity helps explain why many schools report relatively low student-teacher ratios despite the prevalence of larger classes within those school themselves. In addition, the use of student-teacher ratios does not account for the nature of the physical facilities in which students are taught. Some schools may have small classes in individual, fully enclosed classrooms. Others may attempt to capitalize on available space by combining multiple classrooms in gymnasiums or other large, open spaces, thereby introducing a variable that could significantly affect academic achievement calculations.

3. Meta-studies often attempt to aggregate data collected from studies measuring different outcomes for different populations. Measuring outputs equally across areas and populations can lead to false conclusions. The approach ignores a variety of factors outside of CSR that could impact student performance, such as socio-economic conditions, teaching strategies, school culture, and school facilities. Output measurements also could be out of sync; not all schools or school districts use the
same tests or standards to measure student achievement. For these reasons, CSR’s effect could be very
different in one area than in another, making aggregate analyses that draw overarching conclusions
inherently unreliable.

4. Meta-studies can fall victim to selection bias. Researchers may “cherry pick” only studies that best
support their conclusion instead of taking a broad cross section of the existing research, or they may
weigh various studies differently, potentially affecting conclusions. As an example, a series of significant
meta-studies (here called literature reviews) based on 277 estimates from 59 different studies concluded
that CSR programs had little discernible effect. However, when the same estimates were examined
using a different set of criteria, an entirely different conclusion was reached. Additionally, the studies
that underlie meta-study results can sometimes be poorly controlled or executed, making their data of
questionable value when drawing overarching conclusions in the policy space.

Finally, other studies have found little to no empirical evidence that CSR positively impacts students’
aademic performance, even in cases of massive reductions in class size (40 percent). Instead, they assert
that support for CSR programs is driven more by the self-interest of teachers, administrators, and parents
than by rational cost-benefit analyses.

Indeed, it is frequently argued that CSR programs serve the teachers’ unions’ interests, not those of the
children. After all, fewer students per class translates into more teachers per school, which serves to inflate
union membership—and thus the political and monetary leverage of the union itself—while simultaneously
pleasing the teachers they serve. Viewed in this way, it is easy to see why some of the largest proponents
of CSR programs are teachers’ unions, as well as why CSR programs are generally popular politically despite
their questionable efficacy.

The Law of Unintended Consequences

Many CSR supporters have used Tennessee’s Project STAR—arguably the most widely studied experiment
in the realm of class size effects—both as an example of successful CSR implementation and as a template
for future such programs. STAR sought to measure the impact of class size on academic performance in
grades K-3. While a great deal of debate has followed about whether the program was rigorously enough
controlled to provide compelling evidence of positive CSR effects, experts still generally accept the study as a
relatively effective foray into CSR implementation.

However, STAR does not, as many CSR supporters would have the public believe, justify large-scale
educational system overhaul. Instead, it serves as an example of successful small-scale, targeted
implementation of class size reduction. The most commonly cited phase of the STAR program was
implemented in Tennessee’s 17 poorest school districts, and only in grades K-3. Its resultant benefits did
not warrant a push for large-scale CSR; they simply established that such programs are best utilized in early
education and among minority and underprivileged students. The narrow findings did not stop other states
from attempting to implement similar programs on a massive scale, however, resulting in outcomes ranging
from disappointing to counterproductive.

In California, wide-spread CSR implementation did not proceed smoothly. Beginning in 1996, the state
heavily incentivized schools to limit their primary school class sizes to 20 students or less. Eager to obtain the
additional state funding that CSR could bring, schools rushed to comply. Unfortunately, the policy’s serious
problems only became evident after it went into effect.

When California required that every small class be given a separate classroom of equal square footage,
it resulted in the loss of nearly 1,400 computer labs, music rooms, and childcare facilities. Schools in
every state generally operate within fixed facilities that are not easily expanded. Thus, most schools have
a finite number of classrooms to utilize. Forcing smaller class sizes creates more classes in fixed facilities. Unsurprisingly, such changes can necessitate the appropriation of a school building’s limited extra space, potentially depriving students of valuable resources that would otherwise have been available.

Some temporary solutions to this problem exist, such as the use of external, mobile classrooms called modular buildings. Even so, many schools may be unable to use such tools due to issues of land availability, regulatory restrictions, or funding priorities. In these cases, schools can actually wind up losing assets despite the increased levels of funding that often accompany CSR programs. This unfortunate result was clearly seen in California following its roll out of large-scale CSR.

The rapid implementation of California’s CSR program also created a nearly instant demand for roughly 25,000 new teachers that the market could not readily supply. As a result, many positions were filled by applicants without certification or prior teaching experience. While the notion that teacher certification is inextricably tied to teaching quality is highly suspect, the fact remains that California’s class reduction policy initially resulted in a general statewide decrease in teacher quality. This decline in quality was particularly prevalent in low-income districts, largely negating any beneficial effects of CSR in areas where it might have achieved the best results. It took half a decade for the market to adjust, resulting in wasted resources and lost opportunities.

Finally, the immense pressure placed upon principals and administrators to meet certain class size targets can lead to outcomes contrary to CSR program goals. In California, such self-defeating results were seen in the creation of a large number of ineffective combination classes, which contain students from more than one grade level. Because multiple single-grade classes were seen as a practical impossibility under the CSR requirements, many mixed classes were created to save space and teacher time. These combination classes had a clearly negative impact on student performance in California that tended to grow worse in higher grade levels.

The pressure caused by CSR implementation also may be compounded by the unavoidable intersection with performance targets and performance-based school rankings. Principals attempting to achieve performance targets may overburden the best teachers with large class sizes while attempting to minimize the number of students within poor-performing teachers’ classes. Such adjustments could eventually lead to a “burn-out” effect in which skilled teachers leave the education field or find other schools with lighter burdens. Equally problematic is the practice of providing high-quality teachers with smaller classes as a reward. Doing so will likely reduce the overall outcomes of a school because the majority of students work in larger classes with less effective teachers.

California stands as a warning against hasty, broad-based implementation of class size reduction. The program cost an estimated $1.7 billion per year at its inception, an amount that has only risen in the subsequent years. The strategy has been all but abandoned as the state has moved from a time of budget surplus to one of economic strain.

**The Money Sink**

California is not the only state to have attempted large-scale CSR implementation. In 2002, Florida instituted an even broader program that aimed to reduce class sizes across all grades in both primary and secondary schools. The program has cost an estimated $20 billion since it began. Its annual costs are expected to reach $4 billion in the coming years.

For all the money spent, Florida’s CSR program has shown little in the way of verifiable positive results. CSR supporters point to Florida’s increased overall academic achievement during the past decade as evidence
of the program’s success. However, Harvard University scholar Matthew Chingos finds such assertions to be misleading. Florida’s student achievement was already improving in the years prior to the CSR program. Further, policymakers enacted a variety of other changes to the state’s education system around the same time. Changes included the following:

- **The A-Plus Accountability and School Choice Program**, which created a system of grade-based school evaluations, took effect in 1999, and was heavily revised in 2002.
- **A variety of school choice programs** were launched, including the Opportunity Scholarships Program, the McKay Scholarships for Students with Disabilities Program, and the Corporate Tax Credit Scholarship Program.
- **Just Read, Florida!** sought to improve reading and comprehension skills in schools across the state, in part by training teachers extensively in scientifically-based reading instruction.
- **Substantial funding changes occurred across Florida’s education system due to CSR implementation**. Per pupil funding rose roughly evenly across all districts during the implementation of Florida’s CSR program. However, districts that had already met the average class size requirements of the CSR program were free to use additional funds as they saw fit, potentially instituting programs or adding services that could have impacted student achievement.

It is extremely difficult to isolate which, if any, of these programs and policies had a statewide effect on student achievement, and virtually impossible to accurately attribute the state’s gains to CSR alone.

In fact, Chingos’ research seems to suggest that Florida’s sweeping CSR mandate has had little effect on much of its target population. Four years after CSR’s adoption in Florida, fourth through eighth grade math scores had, statistically speaking, not been affected. Scores rose only as much as they would have had the schools simply been given the additional resources without the requirement to reduce class size. By the same token, students in grades seven and eight—the grades that experienced the largest relative class size reduction—actually experienced a statistically significant decrease in reading achievement by 2006. Grades four through eight as a whole experienced no discernible improvement. Moreover, the touted non-academic benefits of CSR—reduced absenteeism, suspension rates, or violent incidents—did not decrease in any statistically significant way as a result of Florida’s program.¹⁸

All told, Florida’s CSR program has had little to no effect on key outcomes among students in grades four through eight. No reliable research currently exists to substantiate claims of benefits in Florida’s K-3 or high school student populations, either. It remains possible that the program could have some small benefits among some students in the earliest grades—this would be consistent with the findings from STAR—but those benefits have yet to be credibly measured or evaluated. Florida has clearly spent billions of dollars on a program with highly questionable effects. This approach ties up valuable resources that could be used in other, more effective ways.

**Alternative Approaches**

The lackluster results of previous CSR research and implementation culminate in an important question: Are CSR programs the most effective use of taxpayer dollars in Colorado’s education system? In light of the sparse and often inapplicable evidence of CSR program benefits, the myriad of peripheral problems that such programs can create, and the enormous costs and risks associated with their implementation, the answer is clearly no. In a time when national tests show only about 40 percent of Colorado’s students reach proficient status or better in reading and math, taxpayers deserve to see their money spent on the pursuit of real, effective, financially prudent educational reforms.¹⁹ Resources should not be squandered on programs that offer only meager or isolated benefits at great cost.
When traditional solutions to complex problems fail to produce the desired results, it is often more helpful to simply start over than to attempt to tailor, modify, and force fit the same ineffective solutions again and again. Indeed, the lack of progress in Colorado’s educational system seems to indicate the need for more than retrofitted, by-the-book reform. The system needs to be fundamentally reconsidered.

Such reconsideration includes rethinking what a modern classroom should look like. Perhaps rather than envisioning the ideal classroom as one in which a small group of students receive lectures from a single teacher, Colorado’s educators, legislators, and parents should consider other, potentially more effective strategies capable of improving educational outcomes for more students at a lower cost. Models aimed at accomplishing such results already exist in the form of blended learning, a type of schooling that combines online, computer-based learning and specially tailored face-to-face teaching. The blended approach to education has shown promising results despite upending many traditionally accepted ideas about education, including the idea that smaller classes are inherently more beneficial to students than larger ones.

Early forays into the realm of blended learning have shown tremendous promise. For instance, Carpe Diem Collegiate High School and Middle School in Yuma, Arizona, has utilized a blended learning strategy to achieve math and reading proficiency rates of 92 percent among its students. An average of 40 percent of Carpe Diem’s students also attained advanced performance levels in those subjects. Notably, many Carpe Diem students come from minority or low-income households, making the school’s results particularly impressive in light of the fact that only 48 percent of Hispanic students and 44 percent of black students passed the AIMS mathematical assessment between 2005 and 2011. Similarly, just 68 percent of Hispanic students and 67 percent of black students passed the AIMS reading assessment during the same seven-year period.

Carpe Diem has achieved its impressive results at costs much lower than one might expect; the school boasts that its program costs only 60 to 70 percent as much as traditional schooling on a per-pupil basis. The school’s blended-learning strategy also opens the door to more cost-effective facility building, long considered one of the most prohibitive costs in education. Because blended learning approaches to education often do not require large numbers of individual classrooms, Carpe Diem’s academic facility only cost 23 percent as much as a nearby traditional school to build.

Finally—and perhaps most interestingly—Carpe Diem’s 280 students achieved their impressive math and reading scores despite the school having only six full-time teachers on its staff. Indeed, students at Carpe Diem often spend much of their time learning on computers in a large, open room that more closely resembles a business office than a school. Every 55 minutes, students rotate between the large, computer-based learning center and more traditional classrooms for specially focused face-to-face instruction. The apparent success of this educational model flies in the face of commonly held notions about what education should look like, and seems to directly contradict the idea that class size alone is a major determining factor behind academic success. Further exploration will be necessary to firmly establish this finding, but initial results seem to indicate that the deciding factor in academic outcomes may not be the size of the group a student sits in, but the way in which information is conveyed in that setting.

Although the success of Carpe Diem is admittedly anecdotal, similar results have been noted at other schools using blended learning strategies. For instance, KIPP LA in California, a nonprofit charter school that utilizes a blended learning approach to education, achieved a college acceptance rate of 93 percent in a geographic area where only 10 percent of students pursue higher education. Eighty-six percent of KIPP LA’s students from 2011 are currently pursuing college degrees.

Rocketship, a charter management organization that makes use of blended learning in its California schools,
has seen significantly positive results grow out of its alternative approach to education. In 2010, two Rocketship schools were ranked among the top 15 California schools with predominantly low-income student populations. Rocketship’s success may serve as unproven but promising evidence that alternate approaches to education can help close the learning gap observed between low-income or minority students and their peers. Much like Carpe Diem, the technological focus of blended learning has allowed Rocketship schools to save a great deal of money. Computer-based learning labs result in per-school savings of roughly half a million dollars—money that is subsequently used to support higher pay for its comparatively small number of teachers, after-school activities, and leadership programs.

Unfortunately, very little hard research has been conducted on the possible benefits of blended learning in the United States. Some Colorado school districts have already begun experimenting with modified blended learning programs, but no concerted effort has yet been made to fully examine and understand the potential benefits and limitations of the approach. Promoting further exploration of blended learning and other divergent approaches to education can only serve to empower schools, school districts, and parents across Colorado and the United States to make well-informed, carefully weighed education policy decisions with potentially real benefits instead of relying on exorbitantly expensive placebo programs.

Most importantly, the relative failings of large-scale CSR programs such as those in California and Florida illustrate the consequences of high-level decision making in situations that merit more carefully targeted, case-by-case solutions. Every student body is different, and some approaches—including CSR and certain forms of blended learning—may prove to be highly effective in some contexts and utterly ineffective in others.

For this reason, the decision of which approach to use in any given situation should be left up to those who best understand the unique situation being faced: the schools themselves. By both further developing an understanding of new educational techniques and increasing the level of autonomous decision-making among schools and school districts, Colorado can empower its educators to do what is best for their unique students instead of forcing them to utilize large-scale templates that could—and often do—prove ineffective.
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